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1-Give a talk about animals 

- why some wild animals have become endangered 

- how people can protect endangered species of animals 

- whether it is right to keep wild animals as pets 

2-Give a talk about people around you 

-If your parents are the dearest people to you, why? 

-How you get along with your brothers and sisters, if you have any. Would you 

like to have any? Why/why not? 

 -If you have any family traditions; 

3 -Give a talk about your friends 

-What role your friends play in your life and what you do together 

-describe your friend 

-How you feel at school describe your relations with classmates and teachers 

4 -Give a talk on sports 

-what role sport plays in people’s life 

-what kind of sports are popular in Russia in summer/winter 

-which is better to watch sports or participate in it  ,why 

-if you go in for sports and what your results are 

-what your impressions about the Olympic Games in Sochi are 

5-Give a talk on travelling 

-why people travel 

-what kinds of transport they use, why 

-what places they like to visit, why 

-If(wheteher) anything can spoil your trip 

-If you can describe any unforgettable journey 

6-Give a talk on Great Britain 

-where is the UK situated 

-what countries are situated on the British Isles 

-what languages are spoken in the British Isles 

-what is the Union Jack 

-what symbols of Great Britain you know 

7Give a talk on British traditions  

-what is a tradition 

-why it is necessary to keep up traditions 

-What British traditions you know 

8-Give a talk on your family  



-how many you are in your family 

-describe the members of your family 

-what you like to do together 

9-Give a talk on hobbies 

-what  a hobby is 

-what kinds of hobbies you know 

-what kind of hobby is popular nowadays 

-if it is good to have a hobby, why 

- 

10-Give a talk on books 

-what role books play in your life 

-what kind of reading you prefer 

-how many books you have at home 

If you often use your libraries, why/why not 

-if e-books will replace paper books some day, why/why not 

 

 

 

 


